Al-Nass elli-Taht  
(The People Below)  
Light Cues

LQ1. Pre-show. House, Curtain, and Backstage lights on.

LQ2. House Lights fade down to 1/2.

LQ3. House lights fade off.
LQ4. Fade to Black.

LQ5. Stage Lights start up with curtain.

LQ7. Fade up brighter. Time 10 minutes.

LQ8. Switch off 3 hanging lamps.


LQ11. Intermission 1. House, Curtain, and Backstage lights on.

LQ13. Fade to Black.

LQ14. Stage Lights start up with curtain.

LQ16. Fade down with curtain. End of Act II.
LQ17. Fade to Black. Autofollows LQ16.


LQ20. Fade to Black.

LQ21. Stage Lights start up with curtain.

LQ23. Fade to Black. End of Act III.

LQ24. Stage Lights start up with curtain.

LQ27. House Lights on.